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QUESTION 1

What is an advantage of a core/edge topology? 

A. There is increased management for SAN capacity planning. 

B. It has performance characteristics suitable fortiering. 

C. Multiple backup processes can now run on one ISL. 

D. Fewer edge switches are used in this design thereby reducing the overall cost. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)? 

A. multiple wavelengths used to allow multiple simultaneous connections on a single fiber optic cable 

B. multiple wavelengths using Frequency Modulation on a single fiber optic cable 

C. multiple wavelengths using Time-Division Multiplexing on a single fiber optic cable 

D. multiple wavelengths using Amplitude Modulation on a single fiber optic cable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has implemented a multi-switch core-edge fabric with B- series (Brocade) 2 Gbps fabric switches. How can
the SAN administrator back up the SAN configuration data every time a change is made to the SAN? (Choose two.) 

A. Switch configuration and zoning configuration are automatically saved to a pre-defined location before a change is
applied to either a switch or the fabric. 

B. use a Telnet session with FTP to download the switch and zoning information 

C. download the switch and zoning configurations with the High Availability Fabric Manager 

D. download the switch and zoning configurations with the Fabric Manager 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a design property of the Core+Edge+Leaf SAN topology? 

A. It allows many devices to share a single ISL. 
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B. It allows many hosts to share a single storage port. 

C. It can start at one switch and grow almost without limit. 

D. It involves simplex I/O, meaning only one path is utilized for I/O. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

SAN architecture is created at ______. 

A. the lowest level of storage abstraction 

B. the mid level of storage abstraction 

C. the smallest LUN possible in the SAN 

D. the highest level of storage abstraction 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A SAN administrator plans to implement fabric wide storage virtualization. The current SAN consists of dual redundant
ring topology. Without detailed information about the virtualization, what topology should they plan to migrate to? 

A. cascaded topology 

B. tree topology 

C. meshed topology 

D. no change ring topology 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What SAN documentation is recommended before beginning the actual implementation? (Choose four.) 

A. Configuration Layout 

B. Topology Map 

C. RSS Layout 

D. Zoning Map 

E. Storage Map 
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F. Name Server Map 

G. Performance Map 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 8

In IP networks, which two best practices should site planning include? (Choose two.) 

A. minimize the amount data transferred over the FCIP link(s) 

B. merge the FCIP network with your corporate network for better management 

C. create a design that will accommodate additional storage I/O without impacting normal data traffic 

D. use only one controller pair per FCIP link to avoid link congestion 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

When planning to scale a SAN by migrating topologies, best practices recommend the SAN should be _____. 

A. well documented 

B. using non-persistent addressing 

C. zoned before the change 

D. restarted 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What are two benefits of migrating from one SAN topology to another SAN topology? (Choose two.) 

A. The management of the SAN is simplified. 

B. The SAN can scale to support additional storage devices and applications servers. 

C. Zone conflicts and limitations are resolved. 

D. Many smaller switches are consolidated into fewer large fabric switches. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11
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What are Fiber Optic Interconnects/Distance Rules for HP StorageWorks M-Series (McDATA) and B-Series (Brocade)
fabric switches, per cable segment between devices and switches or switches and switches using 1 Gbit/sec speed and
50/125 micron multi-mode fiber optic cable and short wavelength GBICs or GLMs? 

A. up to 500 meters maximum distance 

B. up to 300 meters maximum distance 

C. up to 1000 meters maximum distance 

D. up to 200 meters maximum distance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the result of merging a zoned fabric with a non-zoned fabric? 

A. Devices that were in the non-zoned fabric are not accessible until they are added into the current enabled
configuration. 

B. Devices in the fabric are not accessible until the devices in the non-zoned fabric are zoned and made part of the
effective configuration. 

C. Any devices that were in the non-zoned fabric are automatically configured into a new zone as part of the effective
configuration so they can function. 

D. The fabrics do not merge. They segment and require manual intervention. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three HP storage arrays are capable of remote array-based replication? (Choose three.) 

A. MA8000 

B. MSA1000 

C. VA7410 

D. XP1024 

E. EVA5000 

F. RA4100 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 14
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Knowing very little about a customer and their environment, you are asked to propose a large SAN solution. What three
recommendations should you make? (Choose three.) 

A. never mix 1Gbps switches with 2 Gbps switches 

B. use only core or director switches 

C. use core plus edge switch topology 

D. manage all LUN masking at the switch-level 

E. create a SAN design which is a subset of a larger design 

F. use multiple independent fabrics 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

QUESTION 15

How can you reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a SAN? 

A. identify and addressain levels?at upper management 

B. identify and addressain levels?when reducing operating staff 

C. identify and address SAN islands in large corporations that will merge from smaller organizations 

D. identify and addressain levels?associated with data movement, data sharing, and data growth 

Correct Answer: D 
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